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Abstract: It is shown that submicrometer holes with very acute angles
present extraordinary optical transmission peaks associated to strongly
localized modes. The positions of these peaks are: (i) strongly redshifted
with respect to the peak position that could be expected if the considered
hole were in a film made of perfect electric conductor, (ii) independent
on the angle of incidence for a large range of angles and (iii) strongly
dependent on the direction of the incident electric field. In addition, it is
demonstrated that these properties are linked to the mechanisms leading to
the existence of channel-plasmon-polaritons.
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1. Introduction
The discovery of the Extraordinary Optical Transmission (EOT) in arrays of subwavelength
holes, drilled in optically thick metal films [1] has attracted a great deal of attention, due both
to its fundamental character and potential applications [2]. In its original form, the transmission
resonances occur at wavelengths larger than the cutoff of the holes. The transmission is then
mediated by the aid of electromagnetic (EM) surface modes supported by the holey surfaces [3,
4]. Experiments on the dependence of EOT with hole shape revealed, both in arrays [5, 6] and
in isolated holes [7, 8], the existence of another type of transmission resonances, which arise
from EM modes localized close to the hole. These resonances can be understood as a Fabry-
Perot mode inside the hole which, for a symmetric dielectric environment, appear spectrally
close to the condition of vanishing propagation constant [9], i.e., close to the cutoff wavelength
of the hole (λc). While the resonances due to surface modes depend on the parallel wavevector
involved, and therefore on the angle of incidence, the ones due to localized modes are largely
angle independent, provided that the resonant wavelength is much larger than both the size of
the hole and the lattice constant. We can thus define “large cutoff holes” (LCH) as those with
λc  2
√
A, A being the aperture area, i.e., holes with a cutoff wavelength much larger than that
of a square hole in vacuum with the same area. Examples of LCH are narrow rectangular holes,
annular holes [10, 11], and any hole filled with a material with dielectric constant much larger
than those in the transmission and reflection regions.
We show here, both experimentally and theoretically, that submicrometer holes with very
acute angles belong to this “large cut-off” category in the optical regime. For that, we consider
the exemplary system of a square lattice of isosceles triangular holes (with an acutest angle of
∼ 430) on a silver film. We show that the transmission resonances are nearly dispersionless,
although they are strongly dependent on the direction of the incident electric field. We also
demonstrate that these properties are linked to the existence of channel-plasmon-polaritons
(CPPs), which reinforces their plasmonic origin. The optical transmission through arrays of
triangular holes have been considered before, but only for the equilateral shape [12, 13]. In
this case, although the EOT peaks showed some unexpected shifts, the angles were not acute
enough to clearly show the underlying mechanisms, nor to manifest the independence with
angle of incidence.
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Fig. 1. Experimental zero-order transmittance at normal incidence through a square array
of isosceles triangular holes perforated on a free-standing silver metal slab (P = 450nm,
w = 320nm, l = 305nm and b = 225nm, with the geometry defined in the inset at the
right). The incident electric field points either along the x-direction (solid red curve) or y-
direction (dashed blue curve). An SEM image of the experimental sample is shown in the
inset at the left.
2. Experimental and theoretical results
In the experiments, the lattice parameter was fixed at P = 450nm and the film thickness
w = 320nm. The triangles were characterized by a base b = 225nm, aligned along one of the
axis of the array, and legs l = 305nm (see Fig. 1). The array was fabricated in an Ag film
suspended in air. In this case, we expect surface modes to induce transmission peaks slightly
red-shifted (by typically a few tens of nm) with respect to corresponding deep minima, which,
in optically thick films, appear at the condition of grating coupling to the Surface Plasmon Po-
lariton (SPP) of each of the flat interfaces. Using the dielectric constant for silver [14], the trans-
mittance minimum is expected to appear at λmin ≈ 489nm, which is itself slightly red-shifted
from the reference wavelength for surface effects (or Rayleigh wavelength) λR = P = 450nm.
The array was illuminated by a collimated white light source and zero-order transmission spec-
tra were measured using an inverted microscope coupled to a visible-range spectrometer. The
white source being unpolarized, the direction of the incident electric field was chosen using a
linear polarizer. Figure 1 renders the measurements for normal incidence and for the electric
field pointing either along the base of the triangles (x-polarization, solid red curve) or perpen-
dicular to it (y-polarization, dashed blue curve). The experimental spectra display peaks of high
transmittance at wavelength much larger than those expected if surface modes were involved.
This occurs for both polarizations, but it is more noticeable for x-polarization. Noticeably, the
normalized to the area transmittance (right axis of Fig. 1) is greater than 1 for both polarizations.
To understand these results we have computed the optical response of the considered sys-
tem using the Finite-Difference-Time-Domain (FDTD) method [15, 16]. Figure 2(a) shows the
computed transmission and reflection spectra for both x− and y− polarizations. These data
present the expected transmittance minimum at λmin and, as in the experiments, transmission
peaks strongly redshifted from it. The overall shape of the computed transmission spectra is in
good agreement with the experimental one. The computed transmission resonances appear at
slightly larger wavelengths than the corresponding experimental ones, which we associate to
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Fig. 2. (a) Calculated zero-order transmission and reflection spectra (same parameters as in
Fig.1), at normal incidence, with the field pointing along the x or y axis (See label). Panel
(b) shows the absorption spectra, and the electric field amplitude |E| maps, at chosen wave-
lengths and the cross sections indicated by dashed lines. Panel (c) renders the dispersion
relation for TWG modes, together with their |E| maps at cutoff and the sketch of their as-
sociated charge distribution. This panel also shows the dispersion relations for (i) the two
lowest CPP modes of a triangular groove carved in silver (empty square symbols), (ii) SPPs
of a flat silver surface (continuous black line) and (iii) the light cone (dashed line).
the precise shape of the corners. Calculations (not shown here) for the same system but with
rounded-off triangular corners present a better match to the experimental results. Nevertheless,
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all calculations in this paper will be for the nominal triangular shape, in order to avoid using
any fitting parameter. As Fig. 2(a) shows, some resonant features in the optical response appear
more prominently in transmission, while others do in reflection. To gain insight on the main
channels involved in the transmission mechanism, it is convenient to have access to the absorp-
tion spectra [17]. This magnitude is difficult to measure as, in the inherently finite real system,
it requires the angular integration of both transmitted and reflected signals, but is readily ac-
cessible to the FDTD calculations. For both polarizations, the computed absorption spectra
(rendered in Fig. 2(b)) show a small peak at 500nm, slightly redshifted with respect to λmin. Its
spectral position, and the fact that it appears for both polarizations, signals that it is due to the
excitation of surface modes in the corrugated film. Additionally, for λ > 525nm the absorption
spectra show three prominent peaks for x−polarization and two for y−polarization. For each
peak, Fig. 2(b) renders the time-averaged modulus of the electric field, |E|, in both the cross
section of the holes (top panels) and the perpendicular plane (bottom panels) indicated by the
white dashed lines. Note the incoming light propagates upwards (along positive z direction).
The physical origin of these absorption resonances is revealed by the study of the EM
modes in the isolated waveguide, with triangular cross section and translational symmetry in
the z−direction (TWG). We term the angles of the isosceles triangle as α (the dissimilar one)
and β (the two equal ones). The TWG modes are labelled as Tnσ , where σ refers to the parity
of the charge distribution at the rim of the triangular cross section with respect to the bisector
of the base (σ = e,o for even and odd parity, respectively) and, for each parity, n numbers the
modes in increasing order of frequency. Figure 2(c) shows the dispersion relation of the T1e, T1o
and T2o modes, in the form of wavevector along the longitudinal direction of the waveguide (kz)
as a function of wavelength. The inset shows schematically the charge distributions associated
to these modes. Notice that, in general, the charge distribution has odd parity with respect to the
bisector of the angle that mainly sustains the mode. Figure 2(c) also shows |E| maps in a cross
section of the isolated waveguide, at the cutoff wavelength of each mode. The comparison of
these field patterns, with those in the hole array depicted in Fig. 2(b), clearly relates each ab-
sorption peak to the excitation of a TWG mode. The in-plane electric field has even symmetry
in all these modes and, therefore, can couple to incident radiation at normal incidence. As can
be seen in the field maps, the T1o and T2o modes have an E−field concentrated close to the α
angle, whereas for the T1e mode the field is concentrated close to the β angles.
Both the spectral position of the resonances and the field pattern along the hole indicate
that the marked peaks originate from Fabry-Perot (FP) resonances inside the holes, satisfying
2kzw+2ΦR = 2mπ , where m is an integer and ΦR is the phase picked up by the waveguide mode
by reflection at each of the openings. Away from the condition of excitation of SPPs, where ΦR
changes rapidly, ΦR can be expected to satisfy 2ΦR ≈ 2π due to the strong impedance mismatch
between the fields inside and outside the holes. Therefore, for x−polarization, we can assign
the absorption peaks appearing at 790nm and 668nm to the m = 0 and m = 1 FP resonances of
the T1o TWG mode, respectively, and the absorption peak at 560nm to the m = 0 FP resonance
of the T2o mode. Notice that the field pattern at resonance has a much stronger effect on the
transmission than on the absorption: the transmission resonances arising from T1o modes are
much stronger that the one originating from the T2o mode, while all absorption peaks have
similar heights and widths. For y−polarization, the field patterns reveal that the absorption
peaks at ≈ 608nm and ≈ 572nm are due to the excitation of the T1e TWG mode (m = 0 and
m = 1 FP-like resonances, respectively).
The most striking feature of the array of triangular holes is the existence of “cut-off” trans-
mission resonances at wavelengths much larger than what could naively be expected from the
dimensions of the structure. To put this into perspective, the cutoff wavelength of a circular
waveguide in silver, with the same area as the triangle considered, is 498.5nm, and it would be
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Fig. 3. Color maps: Measured transmittance as a function of both frequency and parallel
momentum of the incident light, for the system considered in Fig. 1. The different panels
are for different orientations and tilt angles of the incident electric field: (a) y−pol, tilt
around the x−axis, (b)x−pol, tilt around the x−axis, (c) y−pol, tilt around the y−axis and
(d) x−pol, tilt around the y−axis. Circular symbols depict the corresponding FDTD band
structure calculations for EM bound leaky modes of the array of triangular holes in a silver
film. In this case, the initial E-field points either along the x-direction (panels (b) and (d))
or along the y direction (panels (a) and (c)). The arrows mark the spectral positions of
the absorption peaks at normal incidence for each polarization (see Fig. 2(b)). The SPP
dispersion relation is shown by the grey line.
485nm if the considered triangular waveguide were surrounded by a perfect electrical conduc-
tor (εM = −∞). The physical origin of the large redshift of the cutoff in TWGs in the optical
regime is the same that gives rise to the strong field confinement and large cutoff wavelengths
in CPPs [18, 19]. In a nutshell, this effect can be traced back to the increase in the propagation
constant of a waveguide composed of two parallel metal plates, when the distance between
them is decreased, which can be cast into an effective frequency-dependent dielectric constant.
In an effective medium approach, the channel is considered as filled by a dielectric whose re-
fractive index is larger at the apex (where the distance between the metal plates is smaller),
thus concentrating the EM field there. To substantiate the similarities between modes in chan-
nel and triangular waveguides, we have computed the dispersion relations for EM modes inside
a channel waveguide, defined by the same cross section as the TWG considered. The results
for kz(λ ) for the CPPs are rendered with empty square symbols in Fig. 2(c). These curves ter-
minate abruptly close to the light line, because CPPs become ill-defined once they couple to
either radiation modes or SPPs, due to radiation losses. For reference Fig. 2(c) shows the light
cone (discontinuous black curve) and the dispersion relation of SPPs of the flat surface (contin-
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uous black curve). The relation between CPPs and TWG modes is clear. For large kz, CPPs are
strongly confined at the apex of the channel, and their dispersion relation virtually coincides
with those for T1o and T2o modes. As kz gets smaller, approaching the light cone, the field gets
less localized and “feels” whether the top surface is open (as in channel waveguides) or close
(as in a TWG). Correspondingly, the dispersion relation of CPPs and TWG modes deviate close
to the light line. Still, as Fig. 2(c) shows, the field for modes with odd parity is fairly localized
at the apex of the α-angle (which is the most acute in the triangle considered), even at cutoff.
As previously discussed, each β -angle of the TGW can also support confined modes but, first,
as these angles are wider the modes would be less localized, and second, in an isosceles triangle
with two β angles these electromagnetic modes hybridize.
Transmission resonances based on these strongly localized modes depend weakly on angle
of incidence. The experimental transmission versus both frequency and parallel momentum of
the incident light are shown in Fig. 3, for different orientations of the electric field and tilt an-
gles. The corresponding computed band structure of leaky EM modes in the considered array
of triangular holes are depicted with circular symbols. For reference, the figures also show the
dispersion relation of the SPPs of a flat silver surface (continuous grey line) and the relation
between parallel momentum and wavelength for incident radiation kx = 2πPsinθ/λ , for two
angles of incidence θ = 22o and θ = 45o (oblique dashed lines). There is a close correspon-
dence between experimental and computed resonances. Notice, however, that the computed
resonances are ∼ 0.2 eV lower than the experimental ones which is due to the sharpness of
the triangular corners considered in the calculations. Also, some modes appearing in the com-
puted band structure do not show up in the experimental transmission data because, as Fig. 2
revealed, they should appear in the absorption and reflection spectra. In any case, the experi-
mental data clearly show that several modes present a very small dispersion over the available
tilt angles. This is corroborated by the calculations, which further demonstrate that the property
of very weak dispersion extends over the whole Brillouin zone, at tilt angles larger than those
accessible in the experimental setup.
3. Conclusion
We have shown that triangular holes having a small acute angle and sizes of a few hundreds
of nanometers, present cutoff wavelengths that are much larger than what could be expected
from their size. The physical mechanism is the existence of “channel-plasmon-like” modes,
mainly confined at the acutest angle of the triangular waveguide. This phenomenon should thus
occur for any hole shape with acute angles (and sustaining sides sufficiently long). An array
of such holes presents EOT due to these localized cavity modes, which appear close to the
cutoff condition. Due to the strongly confined nature of the electromagnetic field in the hole,
these modes show little angular dispersion. This makes triangular holes with very acute angles
excellent candidates for EOT applications that require insensitivity and/or integration over a
broad range of angles of incidence.
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